Feature Highlight

EXflex Pay Per Use
TM

Metered Licensing System

PCTEL’s innovative Pay-Per-Use (PPU) model is now exclusively available for the SeeGull® EXflex. This model gives customers an
opportunity to pay solely for actual use as an alternative to traditional capital expenditures or inefficient rental programs. Our PPU option
helps operators meet project budgets without sacrificing access to best-in-class tools that are critical to execute network design, testing,
and optimization. The highly-configured EXflex is purchased at a discounted price and customers only pay for actual usage time.
The PPU model is a metered licensing system in which usage days are purchased, managed, allocated, and tracked in PCTEL’s free
online management application. The platform is customizable, allowing operators to administrate on company, team, and individual
levels. Real-time approvals for added usage days can be executed at a moment’s notice, even in the field. This avoids work delays and
prevents overpaying for unnecessary usage time.

Efficient OPEX Utilization
CAPEX Control
Purchase the EXflex at a discounted
price to reduce upfront capital
expenditures.

Increased Flexibility
Adapt to shifting requirements
with software definable,
field-upgradeable bands and
technologies with a highlyconfigured EXflex.

Tax Benefits
Lower purchase price may
decrease expenses on sales tax
and import fees*.
*Varies by country.

Effective planning can result in
efficient operational expenditure
utilization when cost is solely based
on usage. Accurately prepare and
monitor budgets by purchasing more
usage days to match project demands.

Web-based Application
Access an intuitive program that
allows complete scanner management
provided by PCTEL at no additional
cost. Login online to view reports and
control usage days. Assign personnel
authority levels and team groups.
Allocate tasks and project goals.

Future Upgrades
Keep current on equipment with
the ability to upgrade to a new
PPU EXflex after completing a
term of use.
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